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We have developed tool for 
automatic creation of product ads 
for Google text search. Tool is 
suitable for eshops and product 
ads are created from any XML 
data feed. 

Watch BlueWinston's 
video presentation on 
YouTube  

What types of PPC product campaigns can be created by our tool BlueWinston?
Via BlueWinston you can very easily create product campaigns, unique product-group 
campaigns and enhanced product DSA campaigns.

Enhanced Product campaigns 
– if user knows exact name of product and 
search for it on Google, we can show him 
advertisement for this product and 
automatically send him/her to product site 
on eshop.

Example: users search for „iphone 7 rose 
gold 32GB“ on Google --- > product site on 
yourshop.com/iphone-7-rose-gold

More info: http://blog.bluewinston.com/
introduction-product-campaign-google-search/ 
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World’s unique Product – Group campaigns – users very often do not 
know exact name of product, so they are searching for shorter keywords. Usually they do 
not know colors and memory variants and so on. We´ve developed unique method of 
truncating product name, so BlueWinston automatically finds shorter keywords and use 
these new created keywords in AdWords. After search on Google, user clicks to search 
results on eshop and will choose appropriate variant of product.

Example: users search for „MacBook Pro (without specific model)“ on Google ---- > landing 
page is search result on eshop, so user will see all variants of MacBook Pro and will 
choose.

More info: http://blog.bluewinston.com/introduction-product-group-campaign-google-search/   

Automatic DSA for specific products – using XML data feed we can 
enhance classic DSA campaigns in AdWords. We can add them texts, choose specific 
products & categories, use tags from XML and optimize these campaigns by scripts and 
A.I. These campaigns are suitable for products that are normally not eligible to run in 
AdWords. It is very important to have good content on product pages on particular 
eshop.

 

More info: http://blog.bluewinston.com/produly-present-unique-dynamic-search-ads-products/  
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If you own eshop or manage PPC campaigns for any eshops, just write us and we can 
give advice, if these eshops are suitable. 

We offer one month trial version for BlueWinston and pilot campaigns for free to show 
you results & performance and how BlueWinston works.

Eshops that are using our tool BlueWinston: Exxpozed.de, AminoZ.com.au, 
Mellanoxstore.com, SugarAndCotton.com, carcomputerexchange.com, shopburlap.co, 
FotoSkoda.cz, Hudy.cz and others.

Ecommerce agencies that are using BlueWinston: SQ Digital Marketing LLC (US), 
Effectix (CZ), Better (CZ), Viamedia (SK), Visibility (SK)

All time statistics for tool BlueWinston.com (+220 clients)

Click and see BlueWinston's brochure 
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